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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

During our first weeks in office, your Board of Directors have
been concentrating on two matters vital to the health of AHPS : re-

establishing regular publication of Tell and smoothing out the
processing of new members through the secretary, treasurer, and

publisher.

With the expected absence of prolific writer Felix Ganz from the
country for extended periods in 1981, we badly need contributions
to Tell from other members . Send material and suggestions to Editor
Keith Schall.

On changes of address, notify Secretary David F . Beaber, He pre-
pares the mailing labels that go on the monthly issues of Teli.

Vice President Dale Eggen has replaced me as our representative
to the American Philatelic Society, in which we are Affiliate No.
52. He hopes to increase our participation at APS meetings and in
the pages of The American Philatelist.

With the concurrence of the Board of Directors, I have reap-
pointed Gerry Diamond as auction manager, Howard Riemann as circuit
sales manager, and Jan Donker as awards chairman.

Effective April 1, Carl Spitzer will replace me as AHPS slide
program chairman . He will not only maintain the existing 80-slide
program "Switzerland : A Panorama of Its Postal History and Stamps
(also available from APS), but he will attempt to develop more
specialized programs . Members who want to borrow the slides for
local use should direct their requests to Carl at 610 N . Bedford
Dr ., Tucson, AZ 85710.

In the fall of 1982, we plan to hold our fourth national con-
vention at FLOREX . Is there any AHPS member living in Florida who
will volunteer to coordinate arrangements with the FLOREX committee?
For maximum ease, this effort should start soon . Write to me if you
are interested.

I look forward to hearing from any of you with comments about
AHPS .

HARLAN STONE
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MY FAVORITE
COVER

By Marty Watson

My favorite cover is a picture postcard gleaned from a pile of dis-
tinctly nonphliatelic junk in an antique shop . The picture (see front
cover), labelled "AROSA Bergpost," shows a four-in-hand team pulling
a postal coach along a mountain road.

The text, written by a convalescing traveler, says in part, "Over
you may see the Swiss Mt . Post for carrying passengers & mail between
Coire & Arosa a distance of 20 miles . Yesterday the horses on the 4

o'clock post shied in a narrow part of the road & the whole business
rolled down the mt . killing one & badly injuring another ."

Dated August 21, 1906 by the writer, the card bears a handstamped
" HOTEL DES ALPES & VILLA ZURRER 21 AUG 1906 ARNOLD MULLER AROSA . " The
61B Cross and Numeral is cancelled with an "AROSA 21 .VIII .06-10" CDS

and upon receipt, "MOUNT HOLLY N .J . SEPT 17-A 190¢. "
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GENEVA BULGE
POSTMARKS

By Charles J . LaBlonde

Postage stamps were invented to serve as obvious receipts for
indicating postage paid on a piece of mail . Despite this, in pre-
UPU days of binational agreements, additional indications were
often required on international mail . In Geneva this indication
took the form of a PD mark , example of which to three different
countries are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.

As the volume of mail began to increase, it was no longer
trivial for postal clerks to put two separate markings--the cancel
and the PD--on each piece of mail . One can easily see that this
problem might have been even more acute in Geneva due to the large
volume of correspondence with France .
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Some early post office efficiency expert probably suggested that
both the cancel and the PD could be applied at the same time if the
marking device were properly designed and the postmarks with bulge
were born (Figure 4) . The Swiss PTT has recently confirmed that
mail handling was behind their use . Nobody seems to know why the
bulges vary in size, but the progression in size seems almost
logical, depending on the clarity of the strike and the accuracy
of one's measuring device . The most common sizes are 7, 9, 11, and
13 millimeters.

But the story does not end there because the marking devices
with bulge were not destroyed . They returned to service in the
late 1870's. Sizes of the empty bulge postmarks more or less
correspond to those with the PD mark, as they should (Figure 5).
There would have been little incentive to manufacture new devices
of this strange shape.

During the 1870's Geneva used several conventional Swiss cir-
cular postmarks (Figure 6) . Late examples of this type of postmark
show extreme wear (Figure 7) . The bugle devices may have been
dusted off and put into use as these conventional postmarks wore
out . The earliest use of the bulge postmark I know about is 1
September 1879 . The heaviest use seems to occur from 1880 to 1885
with sporadic later examples to be found . As a new generation of
postmarks came along in the late 1880's (Figure 8), the bulge
devices gradually faded from use .



SALE

	

NUMBER

	

43

Dear Members
It appears that we are now back to normalcy again and the

Tell and our A . H . P . S . Auctions will now be appearing on a

regular basis.
I am now using the 1981 Zumstein for the pricing of the

lots which in most cases reflects some moderate increases, so
please adjust your bids accordingly.

I would also like to request that you write to me first
if you are thinking of entering material into the Auction.
Recently I have been receiving quite a bit of non-salable ma-
terial that has to be sent back.

For this auction 1 Sfr = .58C U .S.
The closing date for Auction #45 will be March 25, 1981 .
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The first day of use is unrecorded ; based on my own collection,
other collections, and auction catalogues, for instance, the

earliest use known to me is 9 March 1873 . One can pin down the last
day of use with some accuracy because the UPU agreements which
finally standardized postal relations between countries made PD
marks obsolete, and these letters were removed from the cancels.
The short period of use--1873 to 1875--has made the bulge post-
marks quite rare.

In summary them the Geneva bulge postmarks were born as a
labor saving idea, were set aside as a result of the UPU agree-
ments, ana were modified to replace the worn conventional cancels.
I would welcome reports of bulge cancels with dates other than
those I have outlined .
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NEW SWISS
CANCELLATIONS

TOWN PUBLICITY CANCELS
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FLORA IDENTIFIED
PU TS ON PRO JUVENTUTE INSECT STAMPS 1950 - 1957

By Carl Spitzer

In 1957 I wrote a letter to PTT asking for information about the names
of the insects pictured and the plants shown . I received a very nice
reply from the Section of Postage Stamps . They also sent me a full page
list with the insects named in English and Latin . There was a column
with the plants named in Latin only . I was told the Latin names are
communicated by entomologists of Berne Natural History Museum and the
Botanical Institute of the University of Berne.

Later I found the insects are listed on tabs in four languages on the
lower sheet salvage . The Tanner Catalog gives this listing so I only
will show the insect names in English . I have never seen a list of the
plant names so these will be given in Latin and English . The plants are
shown in white outline form around and behind the featured insects.

1950 Insects English Plants English Plants Latin
7 Red Admiral Stinging Nettle Urtica dioica L.
P198 Blue Underwing Black Poplar Populus nigra L.

B199 Honey Bee Honey comb
B200 Sulfur Butterfly Bog Bilberry Vaccinium uliginosum L.

1951
B208 Damselfly Arrow-head Sagittaria sagittifolia

B209 Scarce swallowtail Mahaleb Cherry Prunus mahaleb L.
B210 Orange-tip Lady's Smock Cardamine pratensis L.
B211 Peacock moth Pear (wild) Pyrus communis L.
1952

B218 Ladybird beetle Rose Rosa sp.
B219 Barred-wing Common couch Agropyron repens L . Pal
B220 Silvergray argus Sheath vetch Coronilla vaginalis Lam.
B221 Oak egger moth Common oak Quercus robur L.

1953
B228 Nun Moth Scots Pine Pinus sylvestris L.

B229 Mourning Cloak Birch Betula sp.
B230 Purple Longicorn wild apple or pear Pyrus Malus
1954B238 Garden tiger Common dandelion Taraxacum officinale
B239 Earth bumblebee Willow Salix

B240 Spotted Ascalaphid Grass species

B241

European Swallowtail Wild carrot Daucus carota
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1955
B248Peacock Butterfly Stinging Nettle Urtica dioica L.
B249Great Horntail Scots Pine Pinus sylvestris L.

B250 Yellow Bear Dandelion Taraxacum officinale

B251 Apollo butterfly Stonecrop Sedum saxifraga

1956
B258 Burnet moth Holy clover Onobrychis sativa

B259 Purple Emperor moth Goat willow Salix caprea

B260 Blue Ground Beetle wood
B261 Large white Mustard? Bras sica

1957
B268 Clouded Yellow Broom Cytisus

P269 Magpie Gooseberry Ribes uva-crispa

B270 Rose Chafer Rose Rosa sp.
B271 Red Underwing moth Willow Salix
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THAT PTT SHEET
By RICHARD ZENK

The article in the September-December TELL prompts me to write about
my experience with this special sheetlet . I generally enjoy Felix
Ganz ' s contributions to TELL, and I know from his previous contribu -
tions that he tends to favor the collecting and displaying of older
Swiss issues, and he has taught me much regarding cancellations on
used stamps . Perhaps I can give him and other members of AHPS some
tips on the new issue opportunities that exist.

There are many available to PTT subscribers just for being on their
mailing list . The PTT sent me the special flyer which informed me of
this special booklet . It interested me ; so I sent for two the first
time. When they came I found them so beautiful and reasonable that I
purchased three more . Because I didn't realize they were printed in
four different languages, I ordered only the English ones.

I also got into the Liechtenstein max card bonanza much the same
way . On June 1, 1978, the Liechtenstein Post Office made available
its now widely-desired max cards without much publicity . Because the
first set did not sell out rapidly, the printing quantity was reduced
for sets two and three . Set four was added to the standing account
order form, and printing quantities have been increasing ever since.
Originally the cards in sets one through three cost a total of 12 .80
franks, or about $8 .00 . Today, these retail in Liechtenstein, Switz-
erland, and Germany for 600 German marks . Although the mint stamps
and sheets sold out on the first day and Liechtenstein returned my
check, I simply sent in for the cards and got these in late August.
The first cards, therefore, were available for at least two months
after the mint issue sold out.

Set number twenty is now being offered . And watch this one . It's
the Christmas issue printed with two different envelopes . Evidently,
Liechtenstein is using envelopes for the cancelled Olympic issue of
'80 to distribute these max cards, since my five sets came in two dif-
ferent types of envelopes . Incidentally, prices for these are quoted
with the original envelopes. Without envelopes, they sell for about
20% less ; so keep them all intact.

The point of my story is this : get on the Swiss and Liechtenstein PTT
mailing lists . Read your mailings thoroughly . You'll pick up some
beautiful editions to your modern collection and, in some cases, they
may increase in value significantly . New items may go up just as the
old ones do. Look for these cards at stamp shows and snap them up in
complete sets if the price is right .
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